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Abstract. DRAGON is the Durham University astronomical adaptive optics test-bench, designed to accurately
simulate the effects of the atmosphere for the purposes of developing high-order adaptive optics, but principally
targeted towards visible AO correction for current telescopes. The design consists of altitude adjustable phase
screens, a synthetic sodium guide star and a set of fixed targets that canalso be used as natural guide stars. The
design has been optimised for both wide-field (2.5′ FoV, hence MCAO/MOAO) and on-axis (SCAO) situations
with 4–8 m telescopes. Since it is targeted toward visible AO, high order wavefront sensing and correction are
obvious steps towards ELT-scale AO development and a key aspect ofDRAGON is the integration of the Durham
RTC system. The design of DRAGON is discussed and its extensions towards simulating ELT scale AO in its
current configuration are explained.

1 Introduction

DRAGON is a new and dedicated test-bench for developing a wide variety of astronomical AO tech-
nologies in the laboratory under realistic conditions. It has been designed under specific criteria, listed
in table 1. This wide range covers: small and large fields-of-view; multiple, thin atmospheric turbu-
lent layers that translate and can be independently reconjugated in altitude; two DMs consisting of
one 97-actuator device and one 1024-actuator device [5]; and real-time software and hardware control
capabilities. The consequence is that DRAGON has an accurate model of the atmosphere which al-
lows for the investigation of many problems as well as implementation of various AO models: GLAO;
high-order SCAO at various field angles, with the possibility of XAO if demonstrated stability can
be achieved; open-loop for any one field-angle (MOAO); a physically deep sodium-layer-analogue
for studies such as elongated Na-LGS spot location or Na-mean profile variation; real-time computer
validation and implementation testing.

A key aspect of the design is the use of stock optics which significantly lowers the costs, for
example no OAPs are included in the baseline design that includes the relays for the 77 mm deformable
mirror which is 4× larger than the pupil. The design can be split into two principal modules: the
combined source, atmosphere and telescope simulator whichdelivers a perturbed wavefront to an
intermediate pupil plane from any combination of emulated NGS, Rayleigh LGS, or Sodium LGS; the
Adaptive Optics module which is loosely defined using reconfigurable elements, but at least provides
one or more WFSs and DMs for sensing and correction. Both modules are capable of accessing the
entire field without vignetting.

2 Design and implementation

The atmosphere simulator is configured for a 4.2 m pupil, thatcorresponds to the William Herschel
Telescope [1] at the ORM observatory, La Palma, Canary Islands. When configured for 8 m-scale
pupil emulation, there is an altitude-scaling violation inthe placements of the turbulent phase screens;
essentially the altitudes are scaled multiplicatively by afactor of 4×, but this is not critical except
for 8 m XAO which is not a mode forseen for DRAGON. The layout ofthe atmosphere simulator
module is shown in figure 2. There are two paths (named ‘arms’); one arm corresponds to the sources
conjugated to infinity, which are either image targets or used as NGS, and the other arm corresponds
to a height range of 85 km to 95 km where the mesospheric sodiumlayer emulator is placed.
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Parameter Value Comment
Wavelengths 500–900 nm

LGS types Rayleigh and Na Using a laser-activated fluorescent medium
to emulate the 3D nature of sodium layer.
fluorescence. Any number and placement.

NGS sources of size 0.01”, multiple Any number and placement.
Field size 5’ (8m), 2.5’ (4.2m)

Static aberrations (across field)λ RMS at 550 nm
Static aberrations (on axis) λ/4 RMS at 550 nm

Atmosphere 4 turbulent layers Surface (500 m) to 15 km above pupil.
Correction two DMs The baseline DMs are one 97-actuator, 77 mm

diameter device and one 1024-actuator,
20 mm device.

Speed Real-time,≥ 500 Hz
Emulated pupil scale 4.2 m- and 8 m

Table 1. The baseline design specifications for DRAGON.

Fig. 1. The prototype fluorescent cell for emulating an extended sodium laser guide star. On the left is the cell
with 4 excited regions, in colour can be seen the scattering from dust, fromthe green (532 nm) laser, and within
the fluorescent emission which is broadband but centered about orange (590 nm). The two images in the middle
and right are off-axis and on-axis imaging of the regions using a filter to remove green light.

In the NGS plane there is a machined plate with holes of diameter∼ 10 mas behind which can be
placed optical fibres. By altering fibre illumination, a variety of constellations and source brightnesses
can be configured. The other arm contains a cell filled with a soluble fluorescent dye1. The cell can
be illuminated by a laser to excite arbitrary regions (multiple guide star sources) and so produce an
analogue of sodium layer excitation. This includes projection of the exciting laser through the entrance
pupil and then the turbulent phase plates, so incorporatinguplink turbulence effects. A prototype cell
is shown in figure 1 and associated imaging on- and off-axis to demonstrate the 3D nature of this light
source; in this example, the green excitation light, which manifests itself as speckles scattered by dust
on the optical surfaces is removed.

The light sources in both arms are combined through a beamsplitter and then the light passes
through a set of turbulence-like phase screens. As is common, DRAGON simulates phase aberrations
by conjugated, aberrated transmissive plates. The currentdesign uses non-window grade Perspex [2]
for the screens with relatively larger0 (upper layers) and a paint-coated [3] disc for the ground layer
with the smallestr0. All screens are mounted so they can first rotate about their zenith axis (offset

1 We currently use Rhodamine-B which is water soluble and will fluoresce under illumination by 532 nm light.
The resulting emission wavelength peak is, coincidentally,∼ 590 nm.
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Fig. 2. The atmosphere module for DRAGON, made up of elements corresponding to the sources, sky propagation
(the optics shown), and telescope pupil. Between the stop and first lens willlie the turbulent phase screens. The
largest field angles are illustrated with the ray bundles.

Fig. 3. A computer generated image of the turbulence simulation mechanism, that lies before the emulated tele-
scope pupil. The light propagates through the upper regions of the discs, which can independently rotate about,
or translatealong, the rotation axis.

from the pupil zenith axis), and second translate along thisaxis to change conjugation height above
the pupil. Figure 3 shows a computer-generated image of several phase screens within their rotation
mounts and assembled onto a common spindle.

A Rayleigh LGS will be emulated by locating an extra, non-rotating, screen within the turbulence
module. It is coated in a mixture of cured-glue and fluorescent dye and located at the conjugate altitude
for the LGS, thus we do not explicitly emulate gating. Using alaser to excite ‘spots’ on the fluorescent
screen creates the LGSs and so they can be arbitrary in numberand asterism.

The source, sky, and turbulence modules of DRAGON end at the pupil of the emulated telescope.
Following this point, the configuration is dependent on the problem being investigated. In this pa-
per, we describe the components in general for a SCAO configuration, using the modular nature of
DRAGON: using pupil-to-pupil relays, which allows access to the image plane with the required field-
of-view and relays for the two DMs, both conjugated to zero altitude to allow investigation of joint
low-/high-order wavefront correction.
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Fig. 4. The pupil to pupil relay forms a module for DRAGON post-pupil. The design is asymmetric so that the
input pupil (left) is converted to an accessible image plane (centre) and then reimaged to the output pupil (right).

Fig. 5. The relay optics for the Xinetics deformable mirror. The field-of-view has pupil deformation of less than
0.1% for both conjugate planes. Then actuator mapping onto pupil coordinates is preserved. This requires the
3 dimensional configuration as illustrated; the input pupil is in a separate plane to the output but all optics are
catalogue items.

The basic component of the post-pupil optics is a pupil-to-pupil relay, shown in figure 4. Using
transmissive optics, an intermediate image plane is formedwhich can be used to access conjugate
planes in the source, sky and turbulence modules. One relay will be used immediately after the entrance
pupil and this first image plane will be used to introduce exciting lasers for the producing the LGSs.
Since the pupil-to-pupil optic does not produce magnification, it can be directly interfaced to any other
optical module. The second type we consider here are the relay optics for the large, 97-actuator DM.
This is manufactured by Xinetics and has a controlled mirrordiameter of 67 mm. By avoiding the
use of OAPs, it is possible to use catalogue-item reflective optics to design a relay with minimum
astigmatic aberrations; the key to the design is the 3-dimensional layout and a computer generated
image is shown in figure 5. The relay for the smaller DM, with a diameter of 20 mm is made of
transmissive optics and is of a more conventional design.

To re-image each guide-star onto wavefront sensors, two options have been considered: using
multiple pupil-to-pupil relays with beamsplitters to create copies of the input beam and then image-
plane masks to exclude all but one target, or image plane reformatting optics using one pupil-to-pupil
relay that re-images targets onto one large-format WFS camera.

3 ELT-scale extension

The DRAGON design is specified for a 4 m-scale entrance aperture so explicit scaling of the input pupil
by a factor of 5–10 to accommodate a 20–40 m telescope is not feasible simply from the resulting size
of the optics. Using the current pupil size would result in significant altitude-conjugation changes and
require the compression of the optical axis by∼ 100× which is not possible.

The feasible approach is therefore a combination to both increase the pupil size and accept some
altitude-scaling compromise. Using a pupil of 50 mm resultsin altitude-conjugation changes equal to
those of the 8m case when a 22 m telescope is considered. If a pupil of 64 mm is considered—a hard
limit considering vignetting of the turbulent module phaseplates—and an altitude-scaling violation
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of 2.5 is acceptable (the scintillation increase remains below 0.2 even for sub-aperture sizes of 10×
10 cm2) then a 38 m-scale telescope emulation becomes available. In these cases, the sodium-layer
emulator must also be modified and the most likely configuration will be a plate with a 1 mm-thick
fluorescent coating. It is important to note that all ELT configurations considered above are on-axis
designs and so only allow for single-conjugate AO experiments.

However, issues for ELT-scale adaptive optics can be investigated individually by DRAGON. We
summarise these and then suggest how modifications to DRAGONcan accommodate their laboratory
simulation.

The spot elongation issue is the consequence of mesosphericsodium being distributed over several
kilometres, resulting in sub-apertures that image off-axis (near the pupil edge) producing extended
‘spots’. The synthetic sodium layer in DRAGON does produce a3-dimensional light source and so
does produce elongated spots, as shown in the photographs infigure 1. Using a single phase screen
conjugated to near the pupil (the so-called ‘surface’ layer), a direct comparison can be made between
wavefronts measured using an elongated synthetic sodium LGS and an infinite conjugate synthetic
NGSs. In the case of a ELT-scale simulation, to emulate a LGS elongation requires a longer fluorescent
region than that described above. This is not difficult to achieve since a longer cell containing the dye
need be the principal modification.

The second aspect of the sodium layer which will affect ELT LGS operation is the temporal and
lateral variations in density. This affects principally the quadratic-only phase terms, namely the focus
and astigmatisms. DRAGON can emulate these changes by the simple change in the fluorescent cell.
One approach is to introduce the concept of a solid, machinedsolid with dye embedded within to have
independently varying positions of the two surfaces intersecting the optical axis of the atmosphere
simulator module. As a simple example: if the two surfaces simultaneously approach the pupil then
additional quadratic phase terms are introduced; if the twosurfaces move in equal but opposite di-
rections then no phase term is introduced but instead the algorithms for centroiding must adapt to the
new emulated depth. By rotating the solid fluorescent volume, so that the light from the exciting laser
intersects differing positions on the screen, a dynamic change in the sodiumdensity can be emulated.

Finally, ELT-scale AO instruments will required real-timecontrol that ingest, process, and trans-
mit greater quantities of data than presently achieved. To synthetically produce the quantity of data
to emulate the real-time control input is time-consuming, especially if changes in parameters must
be considered. Instead, DRAGON offers a method of generating high-resolution gradients by taking
advantage of its large field-of-view and which enables several wavefront sources. Although this data
is not a precise analogue of the ELT-scale situation, it is nonetheless part of the design to be able to
produce data at a suitable rate for visible AO on 4 m telescopes, and by virtue of the design presented
above, to extend this to produce ELT-scale data rates. For example, the EAGLE instrument proposal
for the European ELT has estimated [4] wavefrontslope rates of∼ 105 at 250 Hz. Using DRAGON,
with 4 30× 30 wavefront sensors running at 450 Khz, then the slope rate is equivalent to 1 of the 11
EAGLE WFS channels. Practically, there is a small modification which is an alternative. Utilising our
JAI Pulnix CCD camera with its gigabit Ethernet interface, it becomes possible to use commercial IP
switches to replicate any one WFS to produce 11identical channels. This approach cannot not enable
the EAGLE AO tomography algorithms, but instead several aspects of the real-time data processing
pipeline can be investigated.

4 Summary

The design of a new dedicated AO test-bench at Durham University, named DRAGON, has been
presented. Made up of several modules, with a flexible post-pupil configuration it has specific and
attractive design features: simultaneous emulation of sodium LGS and NGS wavefront sensing bea-
cons; 3D extension of the sodium LGS; large field-of-view; non-committed post-pupil optics which
enable many AO modes, with the hardware for high-order SCAO having been introduced; and real-
time operation at rates≥ 500 Hz. By virtue of using stock optics in a modular fashion, the design is
also extremely cost-effective and extendible and thus is capable of modification forbeing part of the
investigation of at least 3 ELT-scale AO issues: elongated Shack-Hartmann spot measurement; effects
of the dynamics of the mesospheric sodium layer; and, data ‘stressing’ for RTC systems.
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